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A Linear Material Model for
Fiber-Induced Anisotropy of the
Anulus Fibrosus
The anulus fibrosus (AF) is a lamellar, fibrocartilaginous component of the interverte
disc, which exhibits highly anisotropic behaviors in tension. These behaviors arise
the material’s unique collagen structure. We have investigated the use of a linear,
induced anisotropic model for the AF using a quadratic strain energy density formula
with an explicit representation of the collagen fiber populations. We have propos
representative set of intrinsic material properties using independent datasets of th
from the literature and appropriate thermodynamic constraints. The model was valid
by comparing predictions with previous experimental data for AF behavior and its
pendence on fiber angle. The model predicts that compressible effects may exist
AF, and suggests that physical effects of the equivalent ‘‘matrix,’’ ‘‘fiber,’’ ‘‘fiber–
matrix,’’ and ‘‘fiber–fiber,’’ interactions may be important contributors to the mecha
cal behavior of the AF.@S0148-0731~00!00802-5#
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Introduction
The intervertebral disc is a cartilaginous structure that functi

to distribute loads and to provide for motion and flexibility of th
spine@1#. Changes in disc composition, structure, and mecha
with aging, degeneration, and injury are considered to play imp
tant roles in low back pain@2#. The anulus fibrosus~AF! is a
lamellar, fibrocartilaginous structure on the periphery of the int
vertebral disc, which is an important contributor to the disc’s m
chanical function. The AF is composed principally of wat
~60–70 percent!, collagen~50–70 percent by dry weight!, aggre-
gating and nonaggregating proteoglycans~10–20 percent by dry
weight!, and noncollagenous proteins~;25 percent by dry
weight! @3#. The AF structure is highly organized into distin
lamellae @4# containing large collagen fiber bundles oriented
28–43 deg to the transverse plane of the spine@5–7#. Studies have
shown that more than half of the lamellae terminate or origin
within any 20 deg span of the AF@4#. Successive lamellae hav
collagen fibers oriented at angles alternating above and below
plane~see Fig. 1!. The highly organized structure of the AF pro
duces material behavior that is anisotropic, principally in tensi
with orders of magnitude differences in the tensile stiffness
samples oriented in the circumferential@8–11#, axial @12,13#, and
radial directions@14,15#. The structural organization of collage
strongly influences the tensile behavior observed in the AF
cause collagen is the primary component responsible for w
standing tensile loads in fibrillar soft tissues such as the AF.
AF is significantly loaded in tension during physiological joi
motions due to interstitial swelling effects as well as applied jo
loads, which give rise to anulus bulging and deformation@16,17#.
Anisotropic effects arising from the material’s unique collag
structure may therefore be very important in providing for sti
ness in the disc sufficient to support the large loads of d
activity.

The highly oriented structure of the AF suggests the utility o
material model with explicit representation of the collagen fib
and their mechanical contribution to disc function. Several inv
tigators have developed finite element models for the spine
tion segment, describing the AF as a fiber-reinforced compo
In these models, the collagen fibers of the AF have been re
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sented by tension-only ‘‘cable’’ elements embedded within an i
tropic ground substance~e.g., @18–22#!. Such models have bee
applied to predict the magnitude of stresses and strains in the
and motion segment under various physiological loads, such
axial compression, torsion, flexion–extension, or combined lo
ing. Predictions of these models have suggested that AF str
are nonuniform and tensile in the circumferential direction, w
values that are generally less than 0.10 in the nondegenerate
under physiological loading@20,21#. Simulated disc degeneratio
has been used to study the mechanisms for initiation of te
fissures, and cracks in the AF. These models have suggeste
tential mechanisms for AF failure including elevated interlamin
shear stresses in the posterior AF@19#, elevated radial stresses an
strains following depressurization of the nucleus pulposus@20,21#,
and propagation of discrete annular tears@23#. A significant limi-
tation of predictions made previously with these models is th
dependence upon material property datasets that were incom
and lacking in material validation. In some studies, values for
material properties of the AF were determined by optimization
model predictions to experimentally measured structural par
eters such as compressive displacement of the disc, ra
‘‘bulge,’’ end plate deformation, or intradiscal pressure@18–22#.
Alternatively, material properties have been determined from
timated properties of isolated collagen fiber and isotropic grou
substance, properties that have not been explicitly measured
this material@19–21#. Additionally, the dependence of model pre
dictions on parameters such as fiber density, fiber-matrix inte
tions, and lamellar geometry, which may not be presently atta
able, further limit the utility of this approach to fiber-reinforce
modeling of the AF. In motion segment modeling, alternatives
representing the AF as a fiber-reinforced composite include
resenting the AF as an orthotropic continuum@23–25#. The pre-
dictions of these models for AF behavior are generally consis
with the fiber-reinforced models, although these predictions
again dependent upon inadequate and poorly validated mat
property datasets. More recent advances in modeling of the in
vertebral disc have included the porous and permeable natur
the AF by modeling the material as a poroelastic medium@26–
29#. The predictions of multiphasic models depend heavily up
material properties governing dilatational behaviors for the AF
tension~e.g., Poisson’s ratio, bulk modulus, hydraulic permeab
ity!, few of which are available for anisotropic fiber-reinforce
materials such as the AF.

An alternative approach to motion segment modeling was p

-
ciate
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posed by Wu and Yao@11#, to use a continuum material model fo
the solid matrix of the AF incorporating the effect of the orient
collagen matrix. A hyperelastic material model was proposed w
an explicit dependence on invariants of the Eulerian strain ten
and vectors describing the collagen fiber populations, as outl
by Spencer@30,31#. Material property determinations were bas
on matching model predictions to independent material test
the AF in tension, which demonstrated nonlinear and anisotro
behaviors. The properties obtained in their study, however, w
restricted to states of pure stretch, thus limiting the applicability
their formulation for describing other deformation states. In ad
tion, a constraining assumption was made in their model of
compressible behavior for the AF, which allowed the investigat
to reduce the number of independent invariants and material
efficients. Volumetric changes due to fluid exudation and inter
tial fluid redistribution within the tissue are believed to be impo
tant features of AF mechanics@1,29,32#, however, so that a
material model for the solid matrix of the AF as a compressi
material may be essential for models describing both solid ma
behaviors and multiphasic interactions in the intervertebral di

The purpose of this study is to apply an anisotropic model, w
an explicit representation of collagen fiber orientation and allo
ing for compressible material behavior, to describe the fib
induced anisotropy of the solid matrix of the anulus fibrosus
linear formulation is proposed based on a complete set of inv
ants incorporating the material and geometric parameters of
matrix and fibers. A representative set of material coefficients
the model is determined from independent, uniaxial material t
of the AF available in the literature and thermodynamic co
straints. Model validation is achieved by comparison of the mo
predictions with previously reported measures of the depende
of AF tensile behavior on fiber angle~i.e., for the radial position at
the outer and inner AF! and for the tensile properties of a sing
lamella of AF. This model is used to evaluate the significance
compressible effects in the AF as well as the physical contri
tions of equivalent ‘‘matrix,’’ ‘‘fiber,’’ ‘‘fiber–matrix,’’ and
‘‘fiber–fiber’’ interactions represented by the anisotropic form
lation. The results of the development and validation for this l
ear formulation may serve as the foundation for the developm
of a nonlinear hyperelastic formulation that is physically app
priate and has reduced mathematical complexity.

Material Description
The AF was modeled as a continuum containing two popu

tions of fibers assumed to be of equal density and uniform dis
bution within an isotropic matrix, as originally described by Spe
cer @30,31#. An orthonormal coordinate system is defined a
point in the AF such thatx1 denotes the circumferential direction
x2 the axial direction, andx3 the radial direction of the disc~Fig.
1!. Fiber orientations are denoted by unit vectorsa and b, as
shown in Fig. 2. The fiber vectors are assumed to be coplanar
separated by the angle 2f. To allow a general representation o
the fiber populations to a global coordinate system, the bisecto
the fiber populations is defined at an angleu to thex1 axis. Unit
vectors for the fiber direction area5(cos(u2f),sin(u2f),0) and
b5(cos(u1f),sin(u1f),0). This representation of fiber popula
tions using two angles~f andu! allows for independent consid
eration of the effect on the material behaviors of changes in
angle between the fibers~2f! and of rotations of the fibers with
respect to the global coordinate system~u!. When comparing
model predictions to material property measures for the AF,u will
most often be taken to be zero. A physical representation of
fiber orientation is desired that is independent of the sign fora or
b, so that symmetric structural tensorsA and B are constructed
from the dyadsA5aa andB5bb.

In the linear formulation, a strain energy density~W! may be
defined for an isotropic material with two populations of fibe
from the integrity basis of invariants of the infinitesimal stra
tensor~«! and the two structural tensors,A andB @33#. The strain
174 Õ Vol. 122, APRIL 2000
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energy is required to be symmetric with respect to the struct
tensors, and a second-order function of the infinitesimal str
tensor as,

W5m1I 1
21m2I 21m3I 1I 31m4I 3

21m5I 41m6I 5
21m7I 1I 5

1m8I 3I 51m9I 6 , (1)

where

I 15tr « I 45tr A«21tr B«2

I 25tr «2 I 55tr AB«1tr BA« (2)

I 35tr A«1tr B« I 65~ tr A«!~ tr B«!.

Fig. 1 Schematic of the intervertebral disc. Collagen fiber
angles change with alternating lamellae in the anulus fibrosus.
AFÄanulus fibrosus, NP Änucleus pulposus. Unit vectors a and
b denote orientation of collagen fiber populations in the
x1Àx2 plane.

Fig. 2 Coordinate system used in model development. Unit
vectors a and b denote orientation of collagen fiber popula-
tions in the x 1Àx2 plane. The fiber populations are oriented at
an angle u from the global coordinate system and at an angle
2f from each other.
Transactions of the ASME
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Note that the first two invariants are consistent with represe
tions for an isotropic material. The remainder of the invaria
represent mechanical contributions from fiber strains, and inte
tions of the fibers with the matrix or with each other. The mate
exhibits orthotropic symmetry, which is consistent with a set
nine independent material coefficients,m1–m9 . For linear theory,
these material properties are functionally related to the indep
dent components of the elasticity tensor as@34#,

s5]W/]«5C«, (3)

wheres is the stress tensor andC is the fourth-order elasticity
tensor~see appendix!. Engineering constants describing uniax
stress–strain relations~e.g., Ei , Gi j , and n i j ) may be readily
obtained from the components ofC, and therefore from the ma
terial coefficients,m1–m9 . An advantage to use of the materi
coefficientsm1–m9 is that they are invariant under changes
fiber angle, as fiber angle is an explicit variable in the strain
ergy formulation. Many of these engineering constants have b
directly measured for the AF in independent, uniaxial mate
testing, and will be used for determination of a representa
material property dataset (m1–m9), as described below.

Material Property Determination
A representative set of material propertiesm1–m9 was deter-

mined for the AF from experimental data for the mechanical
havior of the AF available in the literature, with several addition
model assumptions. Unless otherwise specified, experimental
are specific for AF taken from human, nondegenerate interve
bral discs from anterior outer sites. The engineering const
were evaluated from the material behavior in uniaxial testing
equilibrium or from quasi-static testing, and for small strain ma
nitudes only. The anterior outer site of the AF was selected
maintain a consistent fiber angle and uniform fiber density
material property determinations, since the fiber angle, fiber d
sity, and collagen content and type may vary spatially within
disc @3–5#. For material property determination, the fiber ang
as represented in Fig. 2 were taken asf530 deg andu50 deg,
which correspond to the fiber angle in the anterior outer AF.

First, six independent datasets for the AF were analyzed
determine the uniaxial moduli in tension and shear, as show
Table 1. Note that two engineering constants, the shear mo
G13 andG23, were assumed to be equal for insufficient eviden
of large differences in the limited available data@35,36#. Second,
the in-plane shear modulus,G12, had not been previously mea
sured; the assumption was made thatG12 was equivalent to the

Table 1 Engineering constants for human anulus fibrosus
from experimental testing a

Property Source Mean~SD! Comments Value chosen for mode

E1 @8# 27.1 ~14.6! b 35 MPa
@9# 49.4 ~32.7! c
@11# 17.2 d

E2 @13# 8 ~6! e 8 MPa
E3 @14# 0.19 ~0.21! f 0.2 MPa
n12 @8# 1.16 ~0.68! g 1.2
G13 @35# 0.06 ~0.02! h 0.1 MPa

@36# 0.105~0.05! i
G23 @35# 0.11 ~0.03! h 0.1 MPa

aData presented for nondegenerate human AF from anterior outer sites, unless
fied.
bCalculated at 75 percent of failure strain where failure strain was;0.18.
cCalculated at 75 percent of failure strain where failure strain was;0.1.
dCalculated from authors’ figure as tangent tos–l curve atl51.15.
e2–3 year old ewes; calculated at 75 percent of failure strain where failure strain
;0.18.
fToe region modulus was used.
gAverage value in the range 65–85 percent of failure strain, where failure strain
;0.18.
hData for 0 percent compressive clamping strain.
iData for 0.02 shear strain.
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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two engineering constants,G13 and G23, which describe out-of-
plane shear moduli. Finally, the two remaining engineering c
stants,n31 and n32, were constrained by the thermodynamic r
strictions for positive definiteness of the elasticity tensor as,

n32
2

E2

E3
1n31

2
E1

E3
1n32n31

2E2n12

E3
1

n12
2 E22E1

E1
>0. (4)

Using the values for the measured engineering constants in T
1, a quadratic relationship betweenn31 and n32 was established.
The maximum value forn32 is 0.130, corresponding ton3150,
and the maximumn31 is 0.062, corresponding ton3250. Values
for the material properties were found to be unbounded near th
limits for n31 andn32; therefore, approximate median values f
n31 and n32 were taken as 0.020 and 0.065, respectively. T
associated representative set of material properties,m1–m9 , re-
spectively, is therefore, 0.118, 0.100, 3.44, 25.0, 0.0, 17.3,21.45,
220.1, and 0.0 MPa. This set of selected properties is thermo
namically permissible but not unique.

Model Validation
Two methods were used for independent model validati

First, model predictions for the AF with variations in collage
fiber angle were compared to available data from independ
experiments for the tensile behavior of the AF at the known fi
angles of 28 deg at the outer AF and 43 deg at the inner
@5,8,9#. Second, the model was reduced to the case for a si
lamella by setting the fiber angle,f, to zero~i.e., a single popu-
lation of fibers!. Model predictions for the single lamella wer
then compared to available data from independent experiment
the tensile behavior of a single lamella in uniaxial testing@37#.

Model predictions for the uniaxial modulus in the circumfere
tial direction (E1) are plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of fiber angl
f. The predictions for the uniaxial tensile modulus in the circu
ferential direction can be compared to experimentally measu
values at the outer AF~28 deg! and at the inner AF~43 deg! for
anterior sites as shown@8,9#. The measured decrease inE1 at the
outer compared to the inner AF is consistent with model pred
tions based on the dependence on fiber angle alone. Fof
560 deg, the model predicts a modulusE158 MPa, which, as
expected, is equivalent toE2 at f530 deg~Figs. 4~a, b!!. For f
590 deg~Fig. 4~c!!, there is no component of the fiber in thex1
direction (E150.28 MPa) and the predicted modulus is equal
that in the radial direction (E3 , out of the fiber plane!. In addition,
the model predicts less than a 0.2 percent variation in the ra
modulus (E3) between the physiological fiber angle range of 28
43 deg, which is in agreement with the experimental finding of
significant changes inE3 with position in the disc@14#.

Fig. 3 Model prediction for modulus in the x 1 direction for
changing fiber angle, f. Data 1 from †8‡, data 2 from †9‡, and
data 3 from †37‡.
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By setting the fiber angle,f, to zero, a model for transvers
isotropy is obtained. For one fiber population, the full basis
invariants is:

J15tr « J35tr A«

J25tr «2 J45tr A«2. (5)

Maintaining a strain energy formulation that is second-order
strain,

W5k1J1
21k2J21k3J1J31k4J3

21k5J4 , (6)

we obtain a set of five material constants that are required
describe this material behavior. An explicit relationship was o
tained between this reduced set of propertieski , i 51,5 and the
material properties for orthotropic symmetry,mi , i 51,9. For the
representative set of properties given in the previous sectio
uniaxial modulus of 133.6 MPa was predicted for a single lame
tested in tension along the fiber direction. This value agrees
tremely well with values of 136650 MPa for the uniaxial tensile
modulus of single AF lamellae measured in independent tes
@37#, Fig. 3.

Model Predictions
A major objective in developing a fiber-induced anisotrop

model for the AF is to examine the assumption of compress
behavior in the linear region. Model predictions for dilatation~i.e.,
I 1) within the linear region for a uniaxial tensile strain in th
circumferential direction~Fig. 5! were determined using the rep
resentative set of material properties. The model predictions f
single lamella under uniaxial elongation in the fiber direction
also presented in Fig. 5. The predicted dilatation is negative
both single and multiple lamellae AF, with magnitudes that
approximately three times greater for the single lamella as c
pared to the multiple lamellae samples. This observation sugg
that two fiber populations alternating at an angle of 30 deg w
function to partly conserve volume while providing for conside
able stiffness and strength. Variations in the predicted dilata
with changing fiber angle~f! for the multiple lamellae geometry
are shown in Fig. 6 at a fixed value of uniaxial tensile stra

Fig. 4 Schematic of fiber populations for several orientations
of fiber populations: „A… Physiologic representation of AF fiber
populations was used to determine the material property set,
uÄ0 deg and fÄ30 deg. „B… Fiber angle fÄ60 deg for u
Ä0 deg; alternatively, may represent a coordinate rotation to
uÄ90 deg while maintaining a physiologic angle fÄ30 deg. „C…

For fÄ90 deg, the fiber populations coincide and represent
the case of transverse isotropy, with the material properties in
the x 1 direction being transverse to the fiber populations. „D…

For fÄ0 deg, the fiber populations coincide and represent
transverse isotropy, with the material properties in x 1 direction
being in the fiber direction.
176 Õ Vol. 122, APRIL 2000
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(«1150.1). The predicted magnitude of the dilatation decrea
for changes in fiber angle from outer to inner AF for a uniax
stretch in thex1 direction.

Discussion
An anisotropic continuum model, which includes an expli

representation of the collagen fiber populations and their con
bution to the mechanical behavior of the material, was applied
the solid matrix of the anulus fibrosus. A complete representa
set of thermodynamically permissible material properties was
tained from independent, uniaxial tensile and shear material t
available in the literature, for specific physical assumptions a
for appropriate thermodynamic restrictions. Model predictions
the mechanical behavior of the AF and its dependence on
angle between the fiber populations were compared to inde
dent experimental data with favorable results. Very good agr
ment was also found for model predictions of the uniaxial tens
behavior of a single lamella compared to independent experim
tal data. These findings provide independent validation of
model and suggest its potential utility for studies of AF mechan
subjected to more complex loading configurations. Of interest w
the prediction of a large, negative dilatation for the AF in respon
to a uniaxial tensile stretch. The predicted dilatation was larger
a single lamella containing one fiber population as compared
that predicted for two fiber populations. This result suggests
the existence of multiple layers of collagen fibers with alternat
fiber orientations may function to provide tensile stiffness a
strength in the AF while minimizing volumetric changes durin
loading.

The model utilized in this study was originally developed
Spencer for describing fiber-induced anisotropy in materials us
an explicit dependence of the strain energy on invariants of

Fig. 5 Model prediction for dilatation for a multiple lamella AF
at fÄ30 deg under uniaxial strain in the x 1 direction „circum-
ferential … and for a single lamella under uniaxial strain in the
fiber direction

Fig. 6 Model prediction for dilatation for a uniaxial strain of 0.1
in the x 1 direction as a function of fiber angle, f
Transactions of the ASME
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strain and structural tensors@30,31#. A similar approach was use
by Wu and Yao@11# to model the AF using a nonlinear stra
energy formulation and an assumption of material incompress
ity. Their model development and material property determi
tions were limited by the assumption of material incompressibi
and the available data, thus losing the generality of this mo
including its ability to predict the more recent experimental d
independently@8,14,35,36#. Investigators have also used fibe
reinforced continuum models to describe transverse-isotrop
other biological tissues including the ventricular myocardium a
visceral pleura~e.g., @38–42#! and more recently ligaments@43#.
In these studies, the basis of invariants was reduced by the
sumption of incompressible behavior. This is a common and w
justified approach for tissues in which fluid exudation and red
tribution ~i.e., volumetric changes! may not be important
contributors to the tissues’ mechanical function. We have sho
that volumetric loss may be an important feature of AF deform
tion, which is likely due to fluid exudation. Therefore, approach
that seek to reduce the integrity basis of invariants by making
of the incompressibility assumption may not be well justified
studies of the AF.

A major goal in applying this linear formulation to the AF wa
to assess the dominant terms that contribute to the constitu
law, toward the objective of obtaining a reduced set of invaria
that can be used for future modeling of more mathematically co
plex, nonlinear behaviors. Toward this goal, all terms were
tained in the strain energy density formulation, including tho
representative of ‘‘matrix,’’ ‘‘fiber,’’ ‘‘matrix–fiber,’’ and
‘‘fiber–fiber’’ interactions. This formulation gives rise to a set
nine independent and intrinsic material coefficients denoted
m1–m9 . We found that this set may be readily reduced by seve
relevant physical assumptions. The assumption of equiva
shear behaviors for the AF in-plane (G12) and out-of-plane (G13
5G23) allows for the elimination of the dependence on the inva
ants I 4 and I 6 , and of material propertiesm5 and m9 , reducing
the material constants to a set of seven. This assumption is eq
lent to neglecting mechanical contributions of the fibers to
shear stiffness of the material. While preliminary parametric st
ies support this physical assumption, more complete experime
studies of the AF in shear will be required to fully test its validit

Of the remaining material properties,m1 andm2 represent con-
tributions of the ‘‘matrix’’ and are analogous to the Lame´ coeffi-
cients for an isotropic material. For values ofm1 and m2 deter-
mined in this study~0.118 and 0.1 MPa, respectively!, associated
values for the Lame´ coefficients may be obtained ofl
50.24 MPa andm50.10 MPa. A uniaxial modulus for the AF
may thus be obtained fromHA5l12m of 0.44 MPa, which
agrees very well with values measured for the AF ofHA
50.25– 0.45 MPa in confined compression testing@32#. The ma-
terial propertym4 represents in-plane mechanical contributio
arising from stretch in the fiber direction. The large magnitude
m4 suggests that stiffness along the fiber direction is a ma
contributor to its material behavior in tension.

The remaining terms in the strain energy formulation presen
here may be considered to represent ‘‘fiber–matrix’’ interactio
~i.e., denoted by coefficientsm3 andm7) and ‘‘fiber–fiber’’ inter-
actions~i.e., coefficientsm6 andm8) in the AF. Nonzero values
for the independent propertiesm3 andm7 indicate that an in-plane
fiber stretch will give rise to ‘‘bulk’’ effects including dilatation
and out-of-plane stresses and strains. In some previous mode
transverse-isotropy of biological tissues, the mechanical contr
tions of these interactions have been neglected in order to re
model complexity@38–43#. Our findings of a nonzerom3 andm7
suggests that fiber–matrix interactions may be important contr
tors to the stresses and strains within the AF. This is also appa
in a strong dependence of calculated values for the Poisson’
tios (n31,n32) on the material coefficient,m3 , demonstrating that
fiber stretch is associated with bulk effects that may affect
in-plane, as well as out-of-plane stress–strain fields. This phys
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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interpretation may be reasonable for collagenous tissues suc
the AF, in which the large collagen fibers may have significa
physical interactions with other matrix constituents such as
minor collagens~e.g., types III, V, VI, IX, XI!, noncollagenous
proteins and proteoglycans@3#.

In this formulation, terms that represent mechanical contri
tions of ‘‘fiber–fiber’’ interactions~i.e., coefficientsm6 and m8)
were included. The presence of these terms, along withm7 , is the
major difference between this model of orthotropic symmetry a
that proposed by Spilker and co-workers@25# to describe the AF
as alternating layers of a transversely isotropic material. In
AF, there exists potential for mechanical interactions between
bers and matrix in adjacent lamellae by mechanisms such
physical interactions between the minor collagens, noncoll
enous proteins, and proteoglycans as described above. The p
cal mechanisms for interactions between the fibers in adja
lamella is less intuitive, however, as the two fiber populations
physically isolated in the AF rather than uniformly distributed
proposed for this model formulation. In the model, ‘‘fiber–fiber
interactions, represented by the terms associated withm6 andm8 ,
were found to be nonzero and large, suggesting that terms re
senting these interactions may be required to predict AF beh
iors. This observation may point toward the physical significan
of interlamellar interactions between adjacent lamella and at
origination and termination of layers throughout the tissu
Delamination or tears that have been observed to occur with
tervertebral disc degeneration@2# may be related to these fiber
fiber interactions. Their relative importance in AF degenerat
can be assessed by independent determinations of the intr
material coefficients for degenerated AF material using the
proach outlined in this study.

The model proposed here is limited to study of loading config
rations that place the collagen fibers into tension. Swelling mec
nisms in the intervertebral disc may generate tensile strain in
material that are sufficient to ensure that the collagen fibers of
AF are primarily loaded in tension during functional loading
the spine@20,28#. In the absence of tensile strain within the co
lagen matrix, however, the large stiffness of the collagen fi
may not directly contribute to load support, as was apparent fr
our findings for similar uniaxial moduli for the ‘‘matrix’’ materia
in tension and compression. Indeed, the highly anisotropic beh
ior observed for the AF in tension is not exhibited in compress
loading of the materialin vitro @44,45#, although there is evidence
in direct permeation tests that the hydraulic permeability exhib
minor anisotropy@46#. These results suggest that the orientation
the collagen fibers contributes little to the compressive beha
so that the material property determination and model valida
using material behavior in tension as performed in this study m
be appropriate.

In this study, we have limited our attention to descriptions
AF behavior under conditions of small strain. For larger strai
this model is limited both by our use of the infinitesimal stra
tensor and by our assumption of a constant fiber angle under
formation. Whilein situ assessments of matrix strain, as well
FEM predictions, suggest that many physiological loads gene
only small strains in the AF, the material behaviorin vitro is
clearly nonlinear@10#. Studies of the nonlinear behavior of the A
may be of particular importance in describing the behavior of
inner AF, adjacent to the nucleus pulposus, where larger defor
tions have been observed experimentally@47#. The approach out-
lined in our study may be modified to model nonlinear anisotro
phenomena in the AF by incorporating a strain tensor appropr
for finite deformations~e.g., Lagrangian or Eulerian! and by pro-
posing a strain energy formulation with a nonlinear depende
on a prescribed set of invariants. The ability to work with a r
duced set of invariants is particularly desirable in models of n
linear behavior, due to the mathematical complexities associ
with developing a nonlinear hyperelastic formulation. Impo
tantly, our model for linear behavior and the associated mate
APRIL 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 177
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property determinations suggest that a reduced set of invar
may be useful and appropriate for describing the AF in tensio

In summary, we have applied and validated a linear anisotro
model to the anulus fibrosus, with an explicit representation of
collagen fiber populations in the material. The predictive ability
this model provides support for the utility of using structural te
sors and a strain energy formulation for modeling fiber-induc
anisotropy in cartilaginous tissues. We have proposed a se
intrinsic material properties based upon experimental data a
able in the literature. We have suggested a mechanical cont
tion for the equivalent ‘‘fiber’’ and ‘‘matrix’’ components of the
AF microstructure that may guide the selection of a nonline
hyperelastic model formulation. Future work will focus on usi
this material description of fiber-induced anisotropy for the AF
the solid phase of a multiphasic material, examining anterio
posterior spatial variation, and evaluating the effect of disc deg
eration.
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Appendix
The functional relationship between the components of the e

ticity tensor ~C! and the material coefficients (m1–m9) of the
strain energy density function~W! in Eq. ~1! are developed by
evaluating Eq.~3!. Given below are the resulting functions for th
coordinate system defined in Fig. 2 and foru50.

c111152~m11m2!1~11cos 2f!~2m312m512m7 cos 2f!

1~11cos 2f!2~2m412m6 cos22f12m8 cos 2f1
1
2m9!

c222252~m11m2!1~11cos 2f!~2m312m522m7 cos 2f!

1~12cos 2f!2~2m412m6 cos22f22m8 cos 2f1
1
2m9!

c333352~m11m2!

c23235m21
1
2m5~12cos 2f!

c21315m21
1
2m5~11cos 2f!

c12125m21m52
1
2m9~12cos22f!

c112252~m11m3!12m7 cos22f1~12cos22f!

3~2m422m6cos22f1
1
2m9!

c113352m11~11cos 2f!~m31m7 cos 2f!

c223352m11~12cos 2f!~m32m7 cos 2f!
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